Abstract. Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group. In view of Casselman's subrepresentation theorem, every irreducible admissible representation of G may be realized as a submodule of some principal series representation. We give a classification of representations with a unique embedding into principal series, in the case of regular infinitesimal character. Our basic philosophy is to link the theory of asymptotic behavior of matrix coefficients with the theory of coherent continuation of characters. This is accomplished by using the "Jacquet functor" and the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures.
Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group. In his subquotient theorem [7] , Harish-Chandra established a fundamental connection between irreducible admissible representations and principal series representations. Casselman strengthened this connection, proving the subrepresentation theorem [2] : Every irreducible admissible representation may be realized as a submodule of some principal series representation. Further, Casselman's proof (which proceeds via a "reciprocity formula") suggests that, in general, several such embeddings exist. In this paper we address the following problem: Classify those irreducible admissible representations which have a unique embedding into a unique principal series representation (along a fixed minimal parabolic subgroup.) Our main result gives a classification of such representations in the case of regular infinitesimal character. Aside from historical interest, this problem has an important formulation in category 6'; cf. (1.24) . Precisely, there exists an exact covariant functor V ~* V from the category of Harish-Chandra modules (cf. (1.6)) into category 0'. (We will define Kin a moment.) This functor has been studied by Casselman [2] , , Schmid [20] and Wallach [32] . A solution to our problem is equivalent to classifying admissible representations V, which have V an irreducible quotient of some Verma module. This shifts our problem into a new context, namely, investigating the structure of the modules V. Many of our techniques, as well as some of our results, are couched in this more general setting.
We will state our main results precisely, referring to later sections for some of the definitions. Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAmNm and a minimal parabolic subgroup Pm = MmAmNm. A unique embedding property module K (for G), abbreviated UEP-module, is defined to be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module with regular infinitesimal character and the property: there exists a unique (up to equivalence) irreducible Mmy4m-module U, such that ¥lom((i K)(V, lp(U)) = C; here, Ipn{U) 1S a (normalized) generalized principal series along Pm. Next, given any Harish-Chandra module V, let V be the contragredient. Define V = (V')l""'\ where t>," = m", © a", © rt~ is the opposite minimal parabolic subalgebra and (• • • )'"•»' is defined as in [20, §4] . We call V the asymptotic module of V. The first step in classifying UEP-modules is to show The homology reformulation lends itself well to arguments involving "reduction to real rank one"; a general philosophy of this paper. Rephrasing the problem in category 0' will be important in our use of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures. Our main result is (0.2) Theorem ((3.13), (3.38), (5.1)). (a) // G is simple and rank G i-rank K, then the UEP-modules are precisely the finite-dimensional modules.
(b) // rank G = rank K, then the UEP-modules are among the regular irreducible constituents of coherent continuations of the discrete series.
(c) // G/K is Hermitian symmetric, then the UEP-modules are precisely the regular irreducible constituents of coherent continuations of the holomorphic discrete series.
Further refinements of (0.2)(b) are subtle. For example, (i) In order that G possess non-finite-dimensional UEP-modules, it is necessary, but not sufficient, that rank G -rank K; cf. (6.1).
(ii) In order that G possess non-finite-dimensional UEP-modules, it is sufficient, but not necessary, that G/K be Hermitian symmetric; cf. Table 5 and (A. 1.4) .
(iii) The regular irreducible constituents of coherent continuations of a UEP-module need not be UEP-modules; cf. (3.35) . Finally, examination of the situation for G = SP(3,1) (cf. Table 5 ) indicates the complicated nature of our problem (in the case when G/K carries no complex structure).
The contents of this paper can be described as follows. In §1 we prove Proposition (0.1). This will hinge upon two "duality" results. First, F is a UEP-module if and only if V is a UEP-module. This relies upon an observation, due to D. Vogan [1] , which insures we may "twist" V into V by an automorphism of G. (The linearity of G is important here.) Secondly, we need the existence of a nondegenerate pairing (I/')1""'1 ®(V)[n™] -C, due to Hecht and Schmid [11] . We also point out the linearity of G will be crucial in establishing the equivalence of (0.1 )(b), (c).
In §2, arguing by "reduction to real rank one", we show UEP-modules have integral infinitesimal character. Here, the key fact is that the property of having a unique embedding is hereditary in an appropriate sense. Also, results on the reducibility of generalized principal series for linear groups [23] will be used.
§ §3-5 constitute the heart of our paper. In §3 the first two parts of (0.2) are established. Arguments for (0.2)(a) are of a technical nature, depending upon the classification of real forms-but using (0.1) in a crucial way. The proof of (0.2)(b) is a consequence of the following observation: Whenever a UEP-module is tensored into the "worst growth chamber", we obtain a finite-dimensional constituent. This will amount to showing: Asymptotic modules of irreducible constituents of successive "wall crossings" of a UEP-module are completely reducible. It is here we employ the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for Harish-Chandra modules and Verma modules, in the case of regular integral infinitesimal character. (In this setting, the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures are theorems.)
In §4 Osborne's conjecture (for the minimal parabolic) and the aforementioned nondegenerate pairing lead us to a "character formula", linking characters of Harish-Chandra modules and formal characters of asymptotic modules; cf. [11] . In §5 this "character formula" and Hecht's character formula for the coherent continuations of the holomorphic discrete series allow us to show: Regular irreducible constituents of coherent continuations of the holomorphic discrete series are UEPmodules. The remainder of §5 is devoted to showing these modules exhaust all UEP-modules when G/K is Hermitian symmetric. This exhaustion will follow from Langlands classification once we observe: For every UEP-module V the Mm-structure of H0(nm,V) is totally determined by the lowest weight of H0(nm,V); cf. (3.36) .
Finally, in §6 we consider the case of a split group, and §7 presents a technique applicable to any real rank one group-illustrated by G = SP (3, 1) .
Several people had previously obtained results on the UEP-problem. Casselman, Hecht, Schmid, Wallach and Zuckerman observed several years ago that holomorphic discrete series are UEP-modules. In her thesis, Silva [22] studied discrete series "embeddings" for real rank one groups, though her notion of "embedding" was in the sense of "subquotient". Wallach had observed (A. 1.4) and computed all of the embeddings of the "analytic continuations of the holomorphic discrete series" [31] . Knapp and Wallach [13] obtained Szegö embeddings for the discrete series, while Schmid [21] gave discrete series embeddings into generalized principal series along maximal cuspidal parabolics.
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1. Reformulating the problem. For the most part, this section sets up notation and recalls certain connections between asymptotics, homology and intertwinings with generalized principal series. Our main result, Proposition (1.25), will reformulate the " unique embedding problem", using the language of nm-homology and category 0'.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Although connected semisimple real matrix groups will be the eventual objects of interest, it is technically advantageous to consider groups G which satisfy the following axioms:
(1.1 )(a) G is a real reductive Lie group and Ad(G) is contained in the complex adjoint group of g, where g denotes the complexification of the Lie algebra g0 of G.
(b) G has finitely many connected components and the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to [g0, g0] has finite center.
(c) G has a faithful finite-dimensional representation.
(d) Let f)0 C g0 be a Cartan subalgebra, and let H be the centralizer of fj0 in G.
Then H is abelian.
Of course, (a) and (b) define the usual Harish-Chandra class of groups. Assumptions (c) and (d) are included chiefly to make (1.25) hold. This is the same class of groups studied in [30] .
We now fix G satisfying (1.1). It follows that there must exist a compact subgroup K of G which meets every component of G such that K n G° is a maximal compact subgroup of G° = identity component of G. Observe that connected semisimple real matrix groups satisfy (1.1) and the standard properties of the former generalize to the latter. In particular, there exists a Cartan involution 6 of g0 associated to f0, which lifts to an automorphism of G. (As a general rule, we denote real Lie algebras by Gothic lower case letters and subscript "0"; the complexifications without subscript.) Fix, once and for all, a compact subgroup K and automorphism 6 with the above described properties. Equip g0 with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( | ) Ad(G)-invariant. Further, if g0 = f0 © §0 is the Cartan decomposition (relative to 0), we assume ( | ) is positive definite on §0 and negative definite on f 0. Restricting ( | ) to any 0-invariant subspace remains nondegenerate. We use the same notation to denote such a restriction, as well as the transported form on the complexified dual.
(1.
2) The groups in (1.1) satisfy the crucial hereditary property: If G is of type (1.1) and A is a 0-stable abelian subgroup, then the centralizer GA of A in G is again of type (1.1).
Let
be a maximally split 0-stable Cartan subalgebra of g0 (resp. Cartan subgroup of G.) Here, Hm is the centralizer of i)m_0 in G, Tm = Hm n K is compact, and Am is a vector group. We obtain root systems $(g, bm) and $(g, am). Fix systems of positive roots ®+ (S. ftm) and 3> + (g, am) which satisfy the compatibility:
(1.4) «e*(i,U «L"e<l>+(9,aJ-«e$+(9,f)J.
It is useful to recall that the compatibility of (1.4) is equivalent to choosing positive systems which satisfy:
In all that follows, phrases such as, " .. .the simple $+ (g, t)m) roots...", are meant to convey the fact we have chosen the simple roots determined by the fixed positive system $+(g, f)m).
Let g0 = ío®am,o®nm,o ana G = KAmNm denote the Iwasawa decompositions determined by (1.4); *>"_<, = mm0 © amß © nm0 and Pm = MmAmNm the Langlands decompositions of the corresponding minimal parabolic subalgebra and subgroup. Having specified i>+(g, fjm) is equivalent to fixing a Borel subalgebra bm = hm © r with (1.5) r = (mmnr)©n", (semidirect product).
Notice that i)m©[(mm©am) n r]isa Borel subalgebra of the Levi factor m m © am; hence it determines a (compatible) positive root system 0+(mm©Qm, bm)for
In all that follows, assume Pm -MmAmNm has been fixed along with the data required to define it. By a Harish-Chandra module for G we shall mean a module V over the universal enveloping algebra U(g), together with an action of K, such that:
(1.6)(a) The representation of K is an algebraic direct sum of irreducible finitedimensional continuous representations, each isomorphism class occurring with finite multiplicity.
(b) The representation of f as a subalgebra of g coincides with the differential of the ^-action.
(c) For any X G 11(g), k G K and v G V,
(d) F has finite length as a U(g)-module. Recall, the space of Affinité vectors in an admissible finite length representation of G on a Banach space is the standard example of a Harish-Chandra module. If F is a Harish-Chandra module for G, then V* (the full algebraic dual of V) admits a natural A-module and U(g)-module structure. Let V denote the K-finite vectors of V*. We call V the contragredient of V, which is itself a Harish-Chandra module.
Utilize 4>+(g, am)to partially order the dual space a* :
( 1.7) jti > v » ju -v is a nonzero linear combination, with positive integral coefficients, of roots in í>+ (g, am).
We also set A~ = exp(am 0)~ , where
where na = dimension of the ga-root space. Let F be a Harish-Chandra module for G, which we may assume-by a result of Casselman-Prischepionok [2]-lifts to a global representation -n of G: there exists a continuous representation w on a Hilbert space F" such that V may be identified, as a (g, A)-module, with the A-finite vectors of V". We call F" a globalization of V.
Note that V C (V")* is the K-fini te part. If v G V, v' G F' we form a typical (real analytic) AT-finite matrix coefficient
The main result about asymptotic expansions of matrix coefficients on Am , which is due to Harish-Chandra, has been summarized in our next theorem [3] .
(1.9) Theorem. There exists a collection of polynomial functions P* v. on am, indexed byvE V,v' G V and by v, which ranges over a countable set S(F) Ç a* such that /">xpZ)= 2 P"V(^)e<"+"<^^> for X G (amJ0)~ . This series converges uniformly and absolutely on any translate of (am,o) whose closure is contained in (am )~ • A finite subset &¡(V) C &(V) has the property that every v G &(V) lies above some v¡ G &¡(V), relative to the ordering < .
Though formally unnecessary for our arguments, we have included (1.9) for completeness of exposition.
Let P = MAN (resp. t> = m © a © n) be the Langlands decomposition of a parabolic subgroup (resp. subalgebra); <f»(g, a) = the roots of a in g. Let F be a U(g)-module. The functor V ~» V/nV (resp. V ~» n-invariants of V) is covariant right exact (resp. covariant left exact). If we form the left (resp. right) derived functors, then we obtain the n-homology groups Hp(n, V) (resp. n-cohomology groups Hp(n, V)) and H0(n, V) = V/nV (resp. H°(n, V) = space of n-invariants of V). Since U(ct)c3(m©a) = center of II ( m © a), we may decompose n-homology and n-cohomology into generalized a-weight spaces. Specifically, Hp(n,V)= © //"(n, FV, wherê ' ' Hp(n,V)ß = largest subspaceof Hp(n, V) on which X -(a, X) acts nilpotently, for all X G a ;
A similar definition holds for cohomology. Henceforth, unless otherwise indicated, we will assume (1.11) P is in standard position relative to Pm ; i.e. Mm C M, A Q Am and N C Nm.
We may identify $( g, o ) with a subset of í>( g, a m). Let $(m©a,I)m)= {aG<D(g,i,J:a|Q = 0}.
The compatible choices (1.4) of $+(g, hj, í»+(mm © am, fjj and $+(g, am) determine positive systems 0+(m©a,f)m) and 0+(g, a) which satisfy the compatibility analogues of (1.4). We let W(q, f)m) = Weyl group of 0(g, bm), similarly defining W(q, a), W(m © a, y",), etc. Analogously to (1.8) define (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Pmen=2 2 «. Pa = P> ae* + (m©a,I)",)
P(P)=\ 1 «a«-ae«t> (8,a) where na = dimension of the g "-root space. Let i/be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for MA. As previously remarked, U globalizes to a representation U on MA. Extend Ua to P = MAN by letting it act
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use trivially on N. By right translation G acts on the space of smooth functions /: G -» Ua satisfying:
If Ip(Ua) denotes the Hilbert space completion with respect to (/, I/2) =/(/,(*) l/2(*))^,
then it is well known that Ip(U") is an admissible representation of G of finite length.
This yields a Harish-Chandra module for G:
Ip(U) = A-finite vectors in Ip(Ua).
We will call this a generalized principal series representation (along P).
At this point we briefly recall the Harish-Chandra parameterization of infinitesimal characters: Let P -MAN be a parabolic subgroup and p = m © 0 © n its Lie algebra. Using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism, every algebra homomorphism x: 3(nt © a) -* C, such that x(l) = 1, is of the form xmea,r 3(m © a) -> C, for some y G fj*. For our purposes a precise definition of xm®a,y is not necessary; see [10, (3.21) ]. It is important to recall: (1.14) Theorem (Frobenius Reciprocity [2] ). Let U and V be Harish-Chandra modules for MA andG, respectively, with U irreducible. Then (1.15) Hom^^F, IpiVJ) = Hom(moeaJffW)(tf0(n,K), U ® e«"). (1.19) Remark. In particular, Casselman's subrepresentation theorem is a special case of (1.18)-the result to which we alluded in the Introduction.
A first reformulation of the "unique embedding problem" may now be carried out. Recall the definition of a UEP-module as given in the Introduction. (The definition given there makes perfectly good sense for G of the type in (1.1).) ( 1.23) Theorem (Casselman-Hecht-Schmid). The association V ~» V determines an exact covariant functor from the category of Harish-Chandra modules for G to the category of finitely generated U(q)-modules which are pm-finite and have finite a "-multiplicities. For each Harish-Chandra module V, we have rrtm © a "-isomorphisms
for all p.
(1.24) Remarks, (i) All but the last statement is due to Casselman [20] . The homology assertion is due to .
(ii) Denote by b~ = bm © r~ the Borel subalgebra opposite bm ((1.5)). Henceforth, unless otherwise indicated, Verma modules are constructed relative to KConsequently, in view of (1.4), M(y) -11(g) ®u(t>~)CY+P is the Verma module of lowest weight y + p, L(y) = the unique irreducible quotient of M(y).
Category 0' consists of all finitely generated ll(g)-modules which are b~-finite.
Recall:
Every W G 0' has a finite composition series, the irreducible subquotients of which are irreducible quotients of Verma modules.
If F is a Harish-Chandra module, then (1.23) shows V G 0'.
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Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group and V an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G with regular infinitesimal character. The following are equivalent:
(i) F is a UEP-module.
(ii) V is irreducible in category 0'.
Proof. Suppose V is irreducible in 0'. By (1.5) and (1.23), we have b ".-isomorphisms H0(x,V) s//0(r n mm, H0{nm,v)) ^ H0(x n mm, H0(nm,V)).
According to the proof of (1.20), H0(nm, V) is mm © am-semisimple. Our assumption requires H0(v, V) to be bm-irreducible, hence (ii) => (i).
In order to complete the proof, we establish a claim of independent interest:
( 1.26) V is a UEP-module « V is a UEP-module. Case (1) . H°(x\m , V) has two distinct minimal am-weights. Let /x, be two such weights. By the assumed minimality (and this is crucial!), one easily sees J^n-.^affoK,?),, as mm © démodules. By (1.23), the right-hand side of (1.27) becomes H0(nm, F)".;
i.e. H0(nm, V) has two distinct am-weights-contradiction.
In view of Case (1), we may as well assume H°(nm , V) has precisely one minimal am-weight; call it v. By (1.24)(ii), choose a U(g)-submodule 0 ¥= Q C V such that V/Q is nonzero irreducible in category 0'. There are two cases to consider.
Case (2) .Hj(rt-,QX*0.
Again, we see that minimality will lead to (1.27) with /i, replaced by v. The irreducibility of H0(nm, V) shows H0(nm, V) s H0(nm, F)"; hence H°(nm , F)" is mm © a "-irreducible via (1.23) . Left exactness of cohomology yields the exact sequence (1.28) Q^H\n-m,Q)li^Ha{u-m>V)ll for any am-weight ¡i. Our hypothesis (for Case (2)) forces
Thus, ÔD//0(n;,e), = /i0(n;,F)"=I/; This fact, and an argument using the standard complex, shows This follows from (1.25), since F s F for any finite-dimensional module F.
The following terminology will occur frequently in the sequel: Let F be a UEP-module for G. Then H0(nm, V) is an irreducible (finite-dimensional) mm © ammodule; (1.20). Consequently, H0(nm,V) has a lowest b"-weight. By this we will always mean the highest bm-weight of H0(nm, V) relative to the positive root system [4+(fl)yn$(mBeûjj 2. Infinitesimal character considerations. In this section we carry out an " infinitesimal reduction" of the UEP-problem. Throughout, G is a connected semisimple real matrix group and all parabolic subgroups satisfy (1.11).
(2.1) Theorem. // F is a UEP-module for G, then V has regular integral infinitesimal character xay; i.e. 2(y\a)/(a\a) G Z\0 for all a G 4>(g, t¡m).
The basic strategy in proving (2.1) is laced throughout the entire paper. Consequently, we begin by sketching the argument. Suppose R is a subset of the simple í>+ (g, am) roots and denote (2.2) (^ ) ~ root system generated by Ä in $ ( g, am). and g^ = /?-root space. In case R -{a}, we call these next to minimal parabolics.
Observe that V ^ Ip«(Ua), Ua an irreducible quotient of H0(na, V); this is (1.14).
Next, Ua is a UEP-module for the real rank one Levi factor MaAa; cf. (2.3). These observations allow a "reduction to rank one" once we know something about UEP-modules for real rank one groups. With an eye toward proving (2.1), what we need in the real rank one setting will follow from results on reducibility of generalized principal series.
The following sequence of three lemmas-taken collectively-allows one to pass from a UEP-module for G to a UEP-module for the simple real rank one piece of the Levi factor of a next to minimal parabolic.
(2.3) Lemma. Let V be a UEP-module for G and P = MAN a parabolic subgroup of G; recall (1.11). Let Q (resp. Q°) be an irreducible quotient of H0(n,V) as a Harish-Chandra module for MA (resp. M°A). Then Q (resp. Q°) is a UEP-module for MA (resp. M°A).
Proof. We take pm n (m © a) = mm © am © (nm n m) to be the minimal parabolic of m © a. Right exactness of homology and (1.17) lead us to the exact sequence of Mm,4m-modules #o(nm, V) a H0(n" n m, H0(n,V)) ^H0(nm n m, ß) -0.
By the assumed irreducibility of H0(nm, V), <i> is an isomorphism. Conclude that Q is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module with irreducible zero homology. If F has infinitesimal character y" "> then Q has infinitesimal character Xm<Bn <.,v+"-" for some (o G W(q, bm) [10, (3.32)]. Q is a UEP-module once we observe uy + p -pm0Q is í>(m © a, bm)-regular. This is a consequence of the following fact (which we will need later): choose dual roots X, G b" such that 2(\i\aj)/(aj\aj) = §,-, for a],...,an an enumeration of the simple <ï> + (g, bm) roots. Using (2.4), we may suppose p = 2"=1Ai and pm9a = 2f=,X;, some 1 < k < «. Now, (p -pmffi0) L 0(m © a, bm) and the $(m © a, bm)-regularity of xBe«,u,+p-p", follows. The proof for g° is identical.
Q.E.D. (2.6) Discussion. Because of our assumptions on G, it is always true that G =» Gc. Although Gc is not necessarily simply connected, its universal cover Gc has this property. The real points of Gc, denoted G, form a connected semisimple real matrix group. The group G is a finite covering of G and G = Gx X ■ ■ ■ XGn, G¡ simple. Using the projection G -» G, we may "lift" the UEP-modules of G to irreducible Harish-Chandra modules for G. Lemma (1.20) makes it clear: (2. 7) The UEP-modules for G are naturally included among the UEP-modules for G. Proof. For simplicity, assume G = G\X G2 and write Pm, = MmJAmiNmi for the minimal parabolic subgroup of G,. As is well known, we may realize V s¿ V¡ X V2 with Vi an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G,. Finally, observe
The final ingredient needed to prove (2.1) is some information about UEP-modules for real rank one groups.
(2.11) Lemma. If G is a connected simple real rank one matrix group and Ip(U) a reducible generalized principal series with regular infinitesimal character xa y, then 2(y\a)/(a\a)GZ for all a G $(g, bj.
Proof. For the classical groups, see [15, 18, 24, 33] . the case of F4(_20) proceeds as in [15] , via [23] . Q.E.D.
(2.12) Corollary. Theorem (2.1) holds whenever G has real rank one.
(2.13) Proof of (2.1). Let F be a UEP-module for G with infinitesimal character Xa,y We begin by establishing: (2.14) Let P = MAN be a real parabolic ((1.11)) and Q° an irreducible quotient of H0(n, V) as a Harish-Chandra module for M°A. Then Q° has infinitesimal character Xmea,sY+p-pn,oet, for some û G W(q, bm), and w depends only on y.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use To prove (2.1), it is certainly enough to show 2(ùy\ai)/(aj\ai) G Z for 1 < i < n, with £> as in (2.14) . This is automatic for 1 < i < k. Thus, we are reduced to showing (2.21) 2(üy\aJ)/(aJ\aJ) GZ tmk+l<j<n.
Fix j with k + 1 <j < «. By (2.20)(ii), ay |Q is a simple restricted a m-root, and therefore determines next to minimal parabolics Pj = MjAjNj D Pm and p = m © ay © ny Dpm. Let Q° be an irreducible quotient of H0(rij, V) as a Harish-Chandra A/^-module.
By (2.14), Q° has infinitesimal character xm®aùy+p-p> witn « depending only on y and pm ©a = p, for notational simplicity. Lemmas (2.3) and (2.5) show that we may view Q° as a UEP-module for Af °der with infinitesimal character parametrized by ¿>y + p -py. Assume for the moment that M°der embeds into its simply connected complexification. Since Af°der has real rank one, (2.8) shows Q° = Wj ® Sj, where Wj is an irreducible representation of the compact ideals (if any) in [m, m] and 5, is a UEP-module for a connected real rank one simple matrix group. Notice that WJ has integral infinitesimal character and, by (2.12), the same is true for S¡. Conclude that ¿by + p -p is integral with respect to $(m ■ © a -, bm). In case M°det does not embed into its simply connected complexification, envoke (2.7) to see we still have (2.22) 2(¿by +p-Pj\a)/(a\a) <=Z for all a G <D(my © a,, bj.
As argued in the proof of (2.3), (p -p.) ± $(m ■ © a -, bm). Now, (2.22) yields (2.21) for our fixed j. Nary j, noting ¿b remains fixed. Q.E.D.
3. The role of the discrete series. In this section, we study the connection between UEP-modules and discrete series. As usual, G is a connected semisimple real matrix group.
Let F be a Harish-Chandra module for G. If (it, Vn) is a globalization of F, the operator <í> -» fcir(g)<¡>(g) dg(<$> G C£°(G)) is of trace class and defines an invariant distribution (in the sense of Schwartz). This distribution, denoted 0C(F), is actually a locally Ü-function on G, real analytic on the set of regular points G' C G [5] . Furthermore, the definition of 0C (F) where e(co) = sign of co, q -{-dimRG/AT.' Every such 0G(O+ (bc), y) is a discrete series character for G, and, conversely, every discrete series character for G arises as one of the QC(Q+ (b'X y) for a suitable positive system 3>+(bc).
We recall the generalization of (3.1) to the case where M is a group satisfying (1.1). Specifically, let M arise from P -MAN, where ? is a cuspidal parabolic ' As it stands, the denominator in this formula may not make sense. This problem can be alleviated by passing to a linear cover.
subgroup. Then M contains a compact Cartan T. Fix a positive system $+(t) and denote by ôm the half-sum of positive roots. Define (3.2) M+ = {m GM|Adm:M°-M°isinner}.
Observe that M0 C M+ Q M with M+ normal in M. In fact [14, §2] : (3. 3) M+ = M° ■ TM, where TM is a finite group isomorphic to a product of Z2-groups. Further, we may take TM C Mm, TM central in M and M+ = Mm.
The discrete series for M is obtained as follows: Let 0M<>(<!>+ (t), y) be a discrete series on M° and x a character of TM such that x agrees with ey~Sm on T n rM. (We remark, (3.1) easily extends to the case of connected reductive groups with compact center-such as M°.) Form 0wo(<ï>+ (t), y) ® x on M+ and induce to obtain def ind£+ (0wo(1»+ (t), y) ® x) = ®M(<S> + (t), y, X)-
We then have Harish-Chandra's generalization of (3.1) (cf. [14, (1.7), (1.13)]): (3. 4) The characters 0M(3>+ (t), y, x) exhaust the discrete series for M and
Wi discrete series on M°. In a moment we will use (3.5) to classify UEP-modules for SL(3, R). However, this will also require Langlands classification-as will many later arguments. Recall the notion of a collection of regular Langlands data: a cuspidal parabolic subgroup P = MAN D Pm, a discrete series W for M, and &v G a*, such that Re^| a) < 0 for all a G $+(g, a). Proof. According to Casselman [26, 4 .5], the canonical g-invariant pairing V ® V -» C is nondegenerate.
Q.E.D.
(3.8) Lemma. Let G be covered by SL(3, R). Then the UEP-modules for G are precisely the irreducible finite-dimensional modules.
Proof. By (2.7) it is enough to prove the lemma for G = SL(3, R). Let F be a UEP-module for G. Since SL(3, R) has no discrete series, (3.6) shows: V = jf(W® e") for some set of regular Langlands data with P ¥= G. Indeed, P is a minimal or maximal parabolic. Suppose F = Jp(W® ev); then (3.6) and the fact that G is split (i.e. bm = am) will force H0(nm, V) to have lowest b "-weight v + p, where (v\ a) < 0 for all a G $+(g, bm). By (2.1) v is integral, hence 2(v + p\a)/(a\a) G -N for all aG<J>+(g,bm).
An application of (1.25) (3.12) Discussion. The classification of real simple groups will play an important role in the sequel. Consequently, we review a few relevant facts [12, §10] . First, the simple real groups fall into two classes-corresponding to g = g0 ® C being simple or a sum of two ideals. In the second case, G is a complex group. By (3.10) the UEP-problem has been solved in this context. Consequently, the remainder of the paper is concerned with simple g. In this case we can list all g0 as follows: Recall from (2.20) that B = Bm U B0 and B0. The classification data for g0 consist of: (i) a Satake diagram of B, (ii) a Dynkin diagram of B0, and (iii) a multiplicity function m: B0 -» N. Recall, (i) is just the Dynkin diagram of B with "nodes" corresponding to a G Bm denoted by "black dots", and two elements of B0 which restrict to the same element of B0 are connected by a "curved arrow". The useful fact is:
The structure of the Levi factors of real parabolics ü D p m may be determined using the classification data.
The true meaning of this remark becomes clear in the proof of our next theorem. The technique employed there will resurface at later points in the paper. Consequently, we will be fairly explicit-later referring to the "proof of (3.13)".
(3.13) Theorem. Let G be a simple group with no discrete series. Then the UEP-modules for G are precisely the irreducible finite-dimensional modules.
Proof. In view of (3.10) and (3.12), we may assume G is noncomplex. As previously remarked, G has discrete series <=> rank G = rank K. Using the classification of real forms [12,p. 518] , one easily checks that g0 is among the following algebras: §I(n,R)(n > 3); %u*(2n)(n > 3); zo(p,q)(p,qoàà); e6(6); or e6(_26). In (A.1.4), we prove the UEP-modules for groups covered by SPIN(2n + 1,1) are precisely finite dimensional. This fact, (2.7), (3.8) and the proof of (3.10) establish (recall (2.20)): Then Fis finite dimensional. For us, the parabolic P in (3.14) will either be next to minimal or "second from minimal". (A second from minimal parabolic p = m © a © n is determined by R = {a,, a2} as in (2.2).) We prove (3.13) case-by-case. First, suppose g0 = §l(«, R) (n s* 3). In view of (3.8), assume n > 4. Form the sets Rt = {/?,-, ßi+]) for 1 < / *£ « -2. For each R¡, let p, = m, © a, © n, be the associated second from minimal parabolic. Observe that [m,, m,]0 = §1(3, R); hence an application of (3.14) yields (3.13). 
In case g0 = e6(6), the argument proceeds exactly as for g0 = §!(«,R) (n > 4); we omit the details. Let g0 = §u*(2«) (n > 3). Let R, = {ß2l) for /' < i < n -1 and form the next to minimal parabolic p, = m, © a, © n, determined by R¡. Using Tables 2 and 6 , one can see that [m,, mj0 = §o(5,1) © (compact ideal); apply (3.14). x2n-l D2 p4
D2n-2
In the case g0 = e6(_26), the argument proceeds exactly as for §u*(2n). (In this case the p, will have [m,, m,]0 = §o(9,1) © (compact ideal).)
Finally, it remains to consider g0 = êo(p, q), with 1 </? *£ q and/?, q G 2N + 1. \ip = 1, (3.13) is a consequence of (A. 1.4). Assume 3 < p < q and p, q are odd. Table 3 . êo(p, q) (1 <p < q; p, q odd)
The case when p = q is handled just like g0 = §I(n,R) (n > 4). Assume p = {-(p + q) -1-the quasi-split case. Let R, = {/?,-, /8,+ ,} for 1 </'</> -2 and Ä = {/? }. Let p, = m, © a, © n, be the second from minimal parabolics determined by R¡, and p = m © a © n the next to minimal parabolic corresponding to R. By Tables 1,3 (Possibly passing to a finite linear cover of G, (3.17) always makes sense. In the future we often do this without further comment. In view of (2.7), the study of unique embedding modules will not be affected.) We will be interested in the functor "fVrV We know [34] : <i>at/>QAr = 0 only if \(/aX = 0. This leads to the (Borho-JantzenDuflo) T-invariant of X:
T(X) = {a<=B(y):taX=0}. 0^X-><l>JaX^X^0 is a chain complex with cohomology UaX = ker<af2/Im d¡. UaX has a finite composition series and a G t(UbX).
We now state the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures in the form we need.
(3.19) Theorem. In the setting of (3.18), // y is regular integral, then UaX is a completely reducible Q-module.
This result is a synthesis of work due to several people. For the precise distribution of credit see [29] . Actually, the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures refer to "formulas" for the multiplicities of "standard modules" in a given irreducible. However, these "formulas" are equivalent to complete reducibility of the t/"'s. Now suppose V is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module with regular integral infinitesimal character xa,r If « ^ t(F), (3.18) gives us the complex C*:0-V^^V^V^O. Our proposition is now a consequence of (3.34) and (3.29). Q.E.D. (3.35) Remarks, (i) The proof of (3.29) shows: irreducible constituents of successive wall crossings of a UEP-module have completely reducible asymptotic modules. This is the best one can say. For example, let w be a discrete series for S0(4,1) and a $ t(w). As follows from the Schmid character identity [23, harish-chandra modules 23 (ii) Lemma (3.29) and its consequence (3.36) are the most delicate points in the paper. In proving (3.29), we utilized the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for HarishChandra modules and lowest weight modules. We remark that a slight modification in (3.28) allows one to prove (3.29) (and (3.38)) in the case: When Fis an irreducible Harish-Chandra module with regular integral infinitesimal character and V is completely reducible.
As in ( We shall need the following result concerning discrete series (which is apparently unpublished, but fairly well known). Suppose V is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G with regular integral infinitesimal character. Place V in a coherent family 'S and assume the finite-dimensional modules are among the constituents in 'S. If rank G = rank K, then V is an irreducible constituent of a coherent continuation of some discrete series. Let H = T ■ A be a 0-stable Cartan subgroup of G, with T = H n K, Aexp(b0 Fl §0) and MA the Langlands decomposition of the centralizer of A in G. A regular character of H is an ordered pair (T, y), with F an ordinary character of H and y G b* regular with respect to $(m, t). We assume a compatibility: y |t is pure imaginary, so that it defines a positive root system 5>+(m, t). Write 8m, 5mnt to denote the obvious half-sums of positive roots. Then we require dT = y + Sm25mnf. Now, the pair (T, y) determines a discrete series representation irM(y) on M and a character e" = exp(y |a ). Assume y is regular and choose a parabolic P = MAN such that v is negative with respect to P-in the sense described prior to (3.6). The triple (P, wM(y), e") is a collection of regular Langlands data. Let «r(Y) = /£(»*(?) ® e') and denote by w(y) the unique irreducible submodule. We will call w(y) a standard representation. Finally, 0c(y) and 0c(y) denote the respective characters [27,30]. Langlands classification ((3.6)) can now be reformulated.
(3.40) Every irreducible Harish-Chandra module with regular infinitesimal character is equivalent to some ^(y).
Proof of (3.39) (D. Vogan). We define block equivalence of Harish-Chandra modules to be the equivalence relation generated by X ~ Y » Ext|fltk)(X, Y) ¥= 0 [30,9.2]. Equivalence classes under ~ are called blocks.
Using (3.40) we may view F= w(y) for a regular character (T, y) on H. By assumption there is a finite-dimensional module F among the irreducible constituents of to • 0(y), w G W(q, bm). Using (3.37) and the fact rkG = rk K, there exists a discrete series representation ir(y') having F among the irreducible constituents of u • 0(y'), wG!F (g,bm) .
By the proof of [30,9.2.11], blocks are "closed" under taking t/a's. These observations, and the iteration of (3.32), lead us to conclude: Proof. Recall, Hp(v,V) may be computed via the complex {V® A*r, dp). A formal argument shows 5. The Hermitian symmetric case. In the case when G/K carries a complex structure, (3.38) can be significantly refined.
(5.1) Theorem. Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group whose quotient G/K carries a Hermitian symmetric structure. The UEP-modules for G are precisely the regular irreducible constituents of coherent continuations of the holomorphic discrete series.
In view of (2.7) and (2.8), it is enough to establish (5.1) in the case when G is a connected simple real matrix group. Throughout this section we assume such a G has been fixed. The proof of (5.1) is broken into two steps: (i) an existence result (5.15); (ii) an exhaustion result (5.35).
Because of our assumption, there exists a compact Cartan subgroup Hc C G. Simplifying the notation of (3.1), we will let O(b') = $((}, bc)-The root system 3>(b') is a union of two subsets: $'(b'), consisting of compact roots; and 4>"(b'), consisting of noncompact roots. Since G/K is Hermitian symmetric:
(5.2) There exists a positive system ^ for i>(bc) with the property: a, ß G 0"(bc) n^a + jeí $(bc).
In fact, up to the action of W(G, Hc), there are precisely two positive systems, \p and \p', with property (5.2) (G is simple!). Henceforth, we can, and do, assume \p n $c(bc) = t^' n Oc(bc). We call ip and \p' the holomorphic positive systems. A choice of \p determines a splitting of § in the Cartan decomposition g = f © §: § = §+ © §_ , with §+ = ©ga, §_ = ©g_a and a G ^ n <J"(bc). Both §+ and §â re abelian Ad AT-invariant subalgebras of g complex conjugate to one another. In Gc they exponentiate to abelian subgroups S± of Gc. The semidirect product KCS+ is a parabolic subgroup of Gc (not defined over R) and G n (KcS+) = K. This leads to the usual embedding of G/K into its compact dual GC/KCS+ . We have induced an invariant complex structure on G/K: the elements of ga, a G yp n <í>"(b'), regarded as left invariant complex vector fields on G/K, are antiholomorphic. If we interchange S+ and S_ , then G/K attains a complex structure determined by the positive system -\p = \p' mod (W (G, Hc) ).
According to Harish-Chandra [6], the discrete series of G is parametrized by lattice points in a fixed "compact chamber 6" of $c(b'). Two "subchambers of G" are determined by the positive systems ip and t//, which index the "holomorphic discrete series". To be more precise, let y G ((bo)* with Of course, an analog of (5.6) holds for 7r(i//, y')-The characters of ir(ip, y) and "'(>/''» y') will be denoted &c(\p, y) and 0G(^', y'), respectively. We define the holomorphic discrete series to consist of {ir(¡p, y): y is strictly »//-dominant} U {tt(\¡/', y'): y' is strictly ^'-dominant}.
Let sm Ç <&"(b') n >// be a maximal strongly orthogonal subset; cf. [19, (2. 11)]. We may associate to sm a Cayley transform cs which is assumed to satisfy .13), ir(\p',y') is a f-quotient of a 0(b^ )-Verma module, 0(b^) being the Borel subalgebra opposite b^ ; Observe b^-and 6(b^ ) only differ in "compact directions".) Conclude, 7r(i/<, y) (resp. w(t//, y')) decomposes into bc-weight spaces with finite multiplicities and (5.14) »(*, y) (resp. »(*',?')) is in 0; (resp. 0;,). *, y) )").
This exhibits an "equivalence" of the object 7r(»//, y) G 0¿ with the object (w(*,y))a€0\
We conclude that (w(i//, y))" s ((w(t//, y)))JJ5. The exactness of (■■■), (1.23) and (1.25) finish the proof. Q.E.D.
The proof of (5.1) is complete once we show the representations in (5.15) exhaust the UEP-modules for G. The classification shows that g 0 is among èu(p, q), §o*(2«), §o(2, q), §p(«,R), e6(_14), e7(_25).
For notational simplicity we write e6 = e6(_,4) and e7 = e7(_25). A somewhat contrived technical device is needed, which we now proceed to describe. The UEP-lattice L (for G) is defined by (resp. SU(2,1)), with a the short simple root (resp. ß and r/ the simple roots.) We will eventually see ((5.35)): L is degenerate (resp. faithful) and L consists of integral X such that: (i) (X| a) < 0 (resp. (X|ß) < 0 or (X |tj) < 0); (ii) X -p is regular. Now our strategy is as follows: We show every lattice L is degenerate or faithful ((5.29)). In the degenerate (resp. faithful) case we attach to each X G L one or two (resp. one) UEP-modules of the type in (5.15). We will then employ Langlands classification to establish exhaustion.
(5.23) Discussion. Let s C 4>"(bc) n \p be a strongly orthogonal subset and associate a Cayley transform [19] c3: bc -> b,, mapping bc onto a 0-stable Cartan i\s. There is a splitting bí = í)j, + ©í)J,-into ± 1-eigenspaces of 8. The corresponding Cartan subgroup Hs has a decomposition Hs = Hs + ■ Hs _. The centralizer of b s _ in g is the Levi factor mJ©aJ(as = bJ,-)ofa cuspidal parabolic subalgebra ps = ms © as © ns and subgroup Ps = MSASNS. According to [19,(2. Moreover, using the results in [19, §2] (most notably (2.36) and (2.61)), (*) is easily computed for specific examples. Finally, up to conjugacy, every cuspidal parabolic subgroup P is of the form Ps for some s. Let X G L. We say F is associated to X (or X corresponds to F) if F is a UEP-module for G with H0(nm, V) having lowest bm-weight X. (5.27) Lemma. Fix any 7r(i/<, y) and ir(t//', y')-The only possible irreducible subquotient in common is finite dimensional.
Proof. Let X (resp. Y) be an irreducible subquotient of 77(1//, y ) (resp. 77(1//, y')). Our remarks following (5.13) show: ir(^,y) (resp. ir(\p',y')) is a f-quotient of a b¡^ -Verma module (resp. 8(b^ )-Verma module). This proves that X and Y decompose into b'-weight spaces with finite multiplicities. Let Tx and TY denote the b'-weights of X and Y. Then Tx (resp. TY) is contained in some cone generated by \p (resp. -\p). Since ip spans (b')*, X = Y => Tx = TY is contained in a region of finite volume. Q.E.D. (ii) L is faithful » g0 = S>u(p, q) (p =f= q), §o*(2«) (« odd) or e6.
Proof. If g0 = §u(«, 1), §p(«,R) or §o(2,2« + 1), then apply (A.2.5) and (5.25).
We will handle the other possibilities case-by-case. Rather than writing out the full classification data-as in the proof of (3.13)-we only include a Satake diagram, referring to the "proof of (3.13)" when we make explicit claims about the structure of various parabolics.
In case g0 = §o(2,2«) (« s= 3), the Satake diagram is Q.E.D.
(5.30) Proposition. Suppose V is a UEP-module for G. If V is a discrete series, then V is a holomorphic discrete series.
Note. Using Knapp and Wallach's "Szegö embeddings of discrete series" [13] , Silva [22,(16. (i) If L is degenerate and X G L', then we may associate two distinct UEP-modules Vx and Wx to X, and these are the only UEP-modules associated to X. Further, Vx (resp. Wx) is a subquotient of some 7r(t//, y) (resp. 77(1//', y')).
(ii) // L is faithful and X G L', then we may associate one UEP-module Fx to X and this is the only UEP-module associated to X. Further, Vx is a subquotient of either 7r(t//, y) or 77(1//, y') for some y or y'. Case (2). L is faithful. (5.42) Remark. We have shown: The asymptotic functor (•••), restricted to non-finite-dimensional UEP-modules of G, is 1:1 (resp. 2:1) as L is faithful (resp. degenerate). This explains our terminology.
6. The split case. We now solve the UEP-problem whenever G is a split group.
(6.1) Theorem. Let G be a connected simple real split matrix group. 7/g0 = §p(«, R), then the UEP-modules for G are given by (5.1). 7/g0 ^ §p(«,R), then the UEP-modules for G are precisely the irreducible finite-dimensional representations.
By the classification of real forms and the technique of proof used in (3.13), a proof of (6.1) amounts to showing: The UEP-modules for §o(«, « + 1) (« s* 3) and g2(2) are finite dimensional. In order to deal with g2(2), we will need some M+ considerations. Specifically, let a and ß be the simple short and long roots of g2 (2) Proof. Using (6.3) and an argument as in the proof of (3.8), we need only show: The discrete series for G2(2) are never UEP-modules. Let \p be the positive system determined by our choice of a and ß above. Then \p corresponds to the so-called Borel-de Siebenthal chamber; cf. [19,(9.1) ]. Let -n(^,y) be a t/-discrete series and 0C(»//, y) the corresponding character. Vargas showed [25] :
(6.5) The character 0c(t//, y), restricted to the set (5.8) and pulled back to the corresponding subset of (H')c via cv , is given by na^(e"^-e-^y some T G IF(g,b'), Wu = Weyl group generated by reflections about compact simple i//-roots, q -\ dimR G/K.
Combining (6.5), (5.9) and (4.2) we conclude (tr(\p,y)) is not irreducible. By with au G C. Place the »//-discrete series character 0c(i//, sßyx) in a (unique) coherent family. As was noted by Schmid, this amounts to "freezing" the coefficients in the expression (3.1), then letting the parameter vary [34, §5] . The properties of coherence will then insure that (6.5) holds for the invariant eigendistribution 0c(i//, y,). This remark, (6.6) and (6.8) combine to yield
ec(^,y,)knc. = 2.|n^(ea/2_e_a/2)j, ."gc.
By (5.9) and (4.2), (w(sß\p, y,)) is not irreducible. Thus (1.25) shows that the ißi//-discrete series are never UEP-modules. A similar argument handles the sß+a ■ ißi/z-discrete series. Q.E.D.
7. An example. Beyond (5.1), (6.1) and the Appendices, further refinements of (3.38) require substantial effort. In order to illustrate the complex nature of our problem, we will explicitly compute the UEP-modules for G = SP(3,1); cf. Table 5. Throughout this section, G = SP (3, 1) . The relevant root systems may be identified as follows: $(b')= (±(e, ±e,.),l </</<4;±2e/,l<¡<4}, 1>(a,bm)= [±(e,±ej),\ <i<j<4;±2e¡,\ </«4}, *(mm©am,bm)= {±(e, -e2), ±(e3 ± e4), ±2e3, ±2e4}, R(fl>i)m)={±(e,+e2)}.
Choose positive systems $+(bc), $+(ß, bm), ®+ (mm® am> &m) which correspond to choices of simple roots n = {e, -e2, e2 -e3, e3 -e4,2e4}, B = {ex -e2, e2 -e3, e3 -e4,2e4} and Bm -[ex -e2, e3 -e4,2e4}, respectively. The next lemma is contained in [15] .
Note. In [15] 77(y) is the unique irreducible quotient of 77(y). Consequently, to convert the regular character data of [15] into data of type (3.40), it is necessary to compose the parameters in [15] with the nontrivial element of W(q, am). On the level of regular characters, this amounts to applying 8 to the nontempered data in [15] . We point out, 8 : {ex --e2, e2 -> -ex,e3 -> e3, e4 -* e4). For convenience write 77(y,) = ir¡, 77(y,7) = ñ,j and 77(y,7) = <n¡¡. If we define translation functors relative to $+(y3), then the T-invariants of the irreducible representations of (7.1) will be subsets of n. These are listed in Table 4 . Recall, a standard representation 77(y) is attached to a 0-stable Cartan b = t © a. We define Discrete series have length zero, while finite-dimensional modules have maximum length. (Length is a measurement of "asymptotic growth".) Since (3.19) holds for irreducible Harish-Chandra modules, we may apply D. Vogan's algorithm [27] to compute the composition factors of the standard representations 77(y) [27, 15] . This information is summarized in Table 4 , all formulas being understood on the level of characters.
The next two results-collectively-allow us to determine the "fine structure" of the decompositions in Table 4 . Consider a standard representation 77(y,7) and let </>,-• be the dual of the restriction of an inner automorphism of g transforming bc into bm such that </>,7(<E»+ (y3)) = í>+ (y,7). Set a = ^(a) for « G <D+ (y3).
(7.5) Proposition (Vogan) . Fix a standard representation w¡j. Suppose a E.U., ä = </>,7(a) is a simple complex root in $+ (y,7) and 8a £ $+ (y,7). Then a is not in the T-invariant of any irreducible quotient of '«■,.. We are now ready to determine the "fine structure" of irir The meaning of the diagrams in (7.6) is explained in the proof. Next, consider 770, (resp. 77,2). By (3.6) and Table 4 , 770, (resp. 77,2) must have nontrivial extension with 7702 or 7723 (resp. 77,3 or 773). Table 4 and the parity conditions of (7.3) force Ext}a K)(ñ02, ñox) ¥= 0 (resp. Ext](Çf K)(nX3,77,2) ^ 0). If 7723 (resp. 773) has trivial extension with t702 (resp. 77,3), then Ext}aiA:)(7723,7701) ¥= 0 (resp. ExtJa K)(n3,77,2) ¥= 0)-contradiction. Now consider 7702. The inner automorphism </>02 (defined prior to (7.5)) is given by 8 ° <¡)02, where [15, p. 457] «ta: {el ~* el'£2 ^e3'e3 ^ P2 e4).
Let and ß £,. Then a and ß e4. Using (7.1): (0a|yO2) < 0, (8ß\y02) < 0 and ä, ß are complex simple $+(y02) roots. By (7.5), a, ß are not in the r-invariant of any irreducible quotient of 7702. In view of Table 4 ,77,3 is the only possible irreducible quotient of 7702. By Table 4 the remaining subquotients tF03, t7,2, 7723 have the same parity. Using (7.3), these subquotients have trivial extensions with one another.
The argument for 7702 works in all other cases. We need the formulas for the various </>,-■ */y(e*) = Q.E.D.
Note. The above ideas extend to any G of real rank one once analogs of (7.1) and Table 4 are in hand. Our approach, using parity considerations and (7.5), was a consequence of discussions with D. Vogan.
The above results were established under the assumption of trivial infinitesimal character. By the translation principle [30,(8.2.1)], this assumption may be dropped: Theorem (7.6) holds for all standard representations 77, ( x ) with a fixed regular integral infinitesimal character x-We now invoke the fact that G has real rank one. Specifically, (7.6) tells us the "fine structure" of any Ip(Wx ® <?"'), where (vx \a) < 0 for a G $+ (g, am) . Dualizing, the structure of Ip (Wx ® e"1), where (v2 \ a) > 0 for a G 3>+ (g, am), is an "upside down" version of some picture in (7.6). In short, the "fine structure" of every Ip{.W ® e") with regular integral infinitesimal character is known. A corollary to these remarks is the following observation:
(7.7) The UEP-modules for G consist of those regular Langlands representations V which satisfy one and only one of the following conditions: (i) F is an irreducible submodule in precisely one of the "boxes " in (7.6); (ii) F is an irreducible quotient in precisely one of the "boxes" in (7.6).
Note. A UEP-module F is a nontempered Langlands representation (resp. discrete series) as (i) (resp. (ii)) of (7.7) holds. (This is a consequence of (3.6).) (7.8) Explanation of Table 5 . In Table 5 we have drawn a lattice containing all irreducible representations with a fixed regular integral infinitesimal character. The UEP-modules are circled. Those modules with two (resp. three) embeddings into generalized principal series along Pm are enclosed in a box (resp. triangle). The levels of the lattice correspond to length. Placing 770 in a coherent family *S0, the dashed lines connect all irreducible constituents of % having the same infinitesimal character as 770. (This is a computation of successive £/a's and follows using the machinery in [15] .) The discrete series 770 is easily checked to have the Borelde Siebenthal property. Finally, we remark that the coherent family (SX, containing 77,, will contain the nontempered UEP-modules among its irreducible constituents. (Again, this is a computation of successive t/a's.) Table 5 . Embedding lattice for SP (3, 1) ,® SPIN(«, 1) . Throughout this section G = SPIN(«, 1) with « > 2. This is a connected simple real matrix group embedding into its simply connected complexification. Further, §1(2, R) ä §o (2, 1) and § 1(2, C) = § o (3,1). (See Table 1 Proof. As is well known, a standard character attached to x is either irreducible or has " fine structure"
ir(x) = »<X> adhering to the conventions in (7.6), where 77 ± are the discrete series representations attached to x and 77(x) is finite dimensional. Q.E.D.
The next two results may be found in [33] ; also see [18, 24] . Fix a regular integral infinitesimal character x-We will describe the "fine structure" of the composition series for each standard representation attached to x-(A.2.1) Theorem [33] . Let G = SU(«, 1). The regular Langlands representations attached to x may be parametrized as follows:
(i) 77; , 1 < i < n, 1 < j < « -/ + 1 (nontempered). (ii) 77, +i "+,_,, 0 < / < « (discrete series).
Zelobenko [33] has given some "fine structure" information for the standard representations 77,7 of (A.2.1). A priori his information is not as sharp as the type in (7.6) but will be adequate for our purposes. We will understand (A.2.2) "ij to mean: A is an irreducible quotient of %, D is an irreducible submodule of t7,7, C and B are irreducible subquotients of irt¡. Using (3.6), we know D = m^ is the unique irreducible submodule of irtj. However, these pictures do not tell us anything about Ext¡a k)(B, C), nor do we know A is the only quotient. This could be resolved using analysis as in §7. Using (A.2.1), (A.2.2) and [33] , the structure of the iru are given in Table 8 . 
